THE PLUG-AND-PLAY WEBCAM WITH SMART SECURITY

Add clarity to your business vision with Lenovo ThinkVision MC50 Monitor Webcam. This feature-rich webcam adds easy functionality to your daily operations when paired with compatible monitors¹. Capturing 1080p RGB video images with its 1/2.9-inch RGB sensor, MC50 delivers clear images for all your videoconferencing needs. Its wide 90° field of view fits your content comfortably in the frame, while the cam swivels -45° to 225° and tilts +/-30° up and down. Thanks to Lenovo’s proprietary Smart Traffic Light, which automatically turns on a tiny light when you are engaged in a meeting, and a physical camera shutter, you can say goodbye to privacy concerns. MC50’s built-in dual microphones with noise cancellation provide clear audio that you can count on, captured up to 2 meters away.

¹ MC50 is compatible with selected ThinkVision P & T models.
ThinkVision MC50 Monitor Webcam

### RGB Resolution
FHD (1920 x 1080)

### Lens Type
RGB

### RGB Sensor Size
1/2.9 inches

### Camera FOV
DFOV 90°

### Microphone
Two Built-in Microphone

### Voice Pick-Up Distance
2 m

### Noise Cancellation
Yes

### Privacy Shutter
Yes (built-in)

### Shooting Angle
Tilt : +/-30°
Pan : -45° / 225°

### Cable Length
0.7 m

### I/O Ports
USB-A

### Compatible with
- Windows 7/Windows 10
- macOS 10.14 or later
- Chrome OS 85.0.4181.3 or later
- Compatible with Popular UC Platforms (Microsoft Teams, Amazon Chime, Google Hangouts, Cisco Webex, Zoom, BlueJeans, etc.)

### Compatible Monitors
- P40w-20 | P34w-20 | P32p-20 | P27u-20 | P27h-20 | P27h-28 | P27q-20 | P24h-20 | P24h-2L | P24q-20 | T34w-20 | T32p-20 | T32h-20 | T27h-20 | T27h-2L | T27q-20 | T24h-20 | T24m-20 | T24t-20

### Dimension (L x D x H)
- mm : 116 x 44.6 x 170
- inches : 4.57" x 1.76" x 6.7"

---

### Salient Features

#### Camera
1080p RGB Camera with 1/2.9 inches sensor size for excellent resolution and clarity.

#### Microphone
Built-in Dual Microphone, with noise cancellation for convenient and clear communication.

#### Privacy Shutter
Physical Shutter to address your privacy needs.

#### Smart Traffic Light
Automatic Smart Light that turns on when you start a meeting.

---

### Installation Guide

Locks securely with your ThinkVision Monitor

- **Locking Key**
  - Twist the ‘lock’ with the ‘Locking Key’ to fasten securely.
  - Attach it to the grill on the monitor’s backside.

- **Red Line**
  - The webcam is locked when the red line aligns with either of the lock icons on the left or right.

---
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Specifications may vary depending upon region.